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ABSTRACT

Publishing, discussing, envisioning, modeling, de-
signing and experimentally determining RNA three-
dimensional (3D) structures involve preparation of
two-dimensional (2D) drawings that depict critical
functional features of the subject molecules, such
as noncanonical base pairs and protein contacts.
Here, we describe RiboDraw, new software for craft-
ing these drawings. We illustrate the features of Ri-
boDraw by applying it to several RNAs, including
the Escherichia coli tRNA-Phe, the P4–P6 domain
of Tetrahymena ribozyme, a −1 ribosomal frameshift
stimulation element from beet western yellows virus
and the 5′ untranslated region of SARS-CoV-2. We
show secondary structure diagrams of the 23S and
16S subunits of the E. coli ribosome that reflect
noncanonical base pairs, ribosomal proteins and
structural motifs, and that convey the relative po-
sitions of these critical features in 3D space. This
software is a MATLAB package freely available at
https://github.com/DasLab/RiboDraw.

INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional (2D) depictions of RNA secondary struc-
ture serve two purposes. For the authors making them,
the analysis ensures thoughtful inspection of a three-
dimensional (3D) molecule and distillation of its most im-
portant functional features into a human-understandable
form. For readers, 2D drawings provide an entry point into
complex structures, allowing for a gradual familiarization
with increasing levels of detail. Over decades of publishing
and presentation, a conventional ‘visual language’ for de-
picting RNA tertiary structure in 2D drawings has emerged,
but the tooling available remains laborious.

Years of researchers communicating about RNA struc-
ture have established common standards to facilitate com-
mon understanding. Helices are typically drawn in horizon-
tal or vertical orientations; sets of shapes convey the details
of base pairing geometry (Leontis–Westhof annotations)

(1); numbers are provided every 10th nucleotide; and he-
lices, or stacked sets of stems, are given names for easy ref-
erence (Figure 1). Most importantly, something about 2D
layouts should convey tertiary fold, with regions in close
contact in 3D also in close contact in 2D––and this remains
difficult to guarantee unless the layouts are hand drawn. As
an illustration, Figure 1 shows previously available drawings
of the 16S rRNA of the Escherichia coli ribosome small sub-
unit. We indicate with arrows the depiction of h33 in each
drawing, which bends back in the 3′ major domain to form a
tertiary contact with h32; the resulting shape forms a beak-
like 3D structure in the molecule’s ‘head’. None of the 2D
layouts in Figure 1A–C conveys that shape. Although there
are multiple packages in wide use that implement several
of the conventions for drawing 2D layouts, such as XRNA
(2) and VARNA (3), no previous software directly imple-
ments each one, with the conveyance of tertiary arrange-
ments being an almost universal omission. Consequently,
a secondary structure depiction that reflects each of these
principles to date, such as that in Figure 1D (4), has required
tedious manual refinement in general packages like Adobe
Illustrator or Microsoft PowerPoint.

This shortcoming has been amplified by the increasing
throughput of structure determination efforts and, at the
same time, the scale of the structures under study. In partic-
ular, the development of structure determination workflows
like Ribosolve, which use chemical mapping and cryogenic
electron microscopy, permits individual researchers to ob-
tain numerous new structures in a year (5); to facilitate that
work, we relied on an early version of the method we report
here. It is telling that current secondary structure diagrams
of large RNA molecules like the ribosomal RNAs dispense
with these conventions, typically preferring a radial layout
and omitting Leontis–Westhof symbols (see Figure 1A–C)
(6–10). Although there has been significant growth in ex-
cellent software to lay out RNA secondary structures auto-
matically (3,11–14), including methods that can guarantee
outerplanarity as long as the structure lacks pseudoknots
(14) and methods that take advantage of existing templates
(15), tools to remodel and refine these layouts, in particu-
lar to match a known tertiary structure, are absent. Conse-
quently, despite dozens of newly solved structures per year
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Figure 1. (A) Diagram of the 16S rRNA from (6), hand drawn. (B) Same diagram updated for University of California, Santa Cruz lab website that
emphasizes four domains. (C) Diagram from Center for the Origin of Life website at Georgia Tech that shares a layout and domain coloring scheme
with that from (7). (D) Diagram adapted from Lescoute and Westhof, currently hosted at https://eric-westhof.ibmc.cnrs.fr/teaching/, that conveys tertiary
interactions. (E) New (2021) diagram generated in this study using RiboDraw. Additional detail on the h33 conformation, which is indicated in each panel
here, is provided in Figure 4A.

and enormous research interest, there has been no layout of
a bacterial 23S rRNA that accurately expresses its tertiary
structure.

In designing this software, we followed three guiding
principles. First, the creator must still actively step through
the 2D placement of helices, motifs and noncanonical pairs;
the software must aid systematic and contemplative visual

inspection, but it must not replace it. Second, the software
must automate the tedious actions that would otherwise be
necessary when refining a layout in Illustrator or Power-
Point, e.g. the dozens of operations needed to rotate a he-
lix. Third, the software ought to encode the conventions,
such as a limited set of allowed helix orientations, that have
been established over the years. Figure 1D shows an exam-

https://eric-westhof.ibmc.cnrs.fr/teaching/
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Figure 2. The steps to make a RiboDraw drawing based on 3D coordinates: identifying a PDB structure of interest (A); running the rna info web server
to annotate structural features (B); initializing the drawing using the initialize drawing command (C); laying out individual stems and loops using mouse
controls to move helices and nucleotides as well as rotate and flip helices using handles displayed via show helix controls (D); refining the positions of
particular noncanonical pairs, which may be shown via show noncanonical pairs as well as important linkers between nucleotides via show linker controls
(E); extracting particular challenging sections for focused attention using slice drawing (F); merging the subdrawing back using merge drawing, flipping
its orientation using tools enabled by show domain controls and recoloring (G); and finalizing linker geometries and coloring to match the 3D structure
using color drawing and setup domain (H). This step-by-step tutorial is available online in the RiboDraw GitHub repository as well as on YouTube at
https://youtu.be/gLcxN6HxEjQ.

ple of the resulting 2D layout for the 16S rRNA, with the
h32–h33 ‘beak’ more visually apparent than prior layouts,
and this article presents further examples throughout. In
the short term, we hope RiboDraw fills a need for the pro-
duction of human-readable layouts of large RNA machines
and of moderate-size RNA molecules at increased through-
put. In the long term, we hope that these principles, along
with a thorough description of the RiboDraw data model,
will motivate a new generation of automated RNA layout
software.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Software availability

The RiboDraw software is available under an open-source
MIT license on GitHub at https://github.com/ribokit/
RiboDraw. The repository also contains multiple tutorials
providing step-by-step walkthroughs for different drawing
modes and functions, as well as example drawings for dif-
ferent RNA systems.

The Rosetta software suite is freely available to academics
and may be commercially licensed (https://rosettacommons.
org). The rna info web server hosted on ROSIE (Rosetta
Online Server that Includes Everyone), which permits easy

generation of RiboDraw input files, is available at https:
//rosie.rosettacommons.org/rna info/.

Ultra-high-resolution versions of the 16S and 23S ribo-
some drawings in Figures 5 and 6 are available in Supple-
mentary Data, as are X, Y coordinates for each nucleotide
in the 16S, 23S and P4–P6 drawings.

RESULTS

The RiboDraw software was written using graphical ma-
nipulation toolboxes available in MATLAB (16). As a ref-
erence for users and prospective developers, an overview of
all current RiboDraw functions is given in Supplementary
Table S1, and a description of the input/output data for-
mat is given in Supplementary Table S2. In the following,
we illustrate the general steps to use RiboDraw on a ∼200-
nucleotide model system, the P4–P6 RNA (17); then de-
scribe alternative display modes and workflows useful for
preparing visualizations of RNA–protein complexes, de-
picting chemical mapping data or creating custom layouts
for puzzles on the Eterna RNA design platform and sec-
ondary structure design tool; and finally present RiboDraw
drawings of entire E. coli small and large ribosomal sub-
units.

https://youtu.be/gLcxN6HxEjQ
https://github.com/ribokit/RiboDraw
https://rosettacommons.org
https://rosie.rosettacommons.org/rna_info/
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Steps to make a drawing

Figure 2 illustrates the steps that a user can apply to con-
vert a set of 3D coordinates from an RNA crystal structure
in PDB format to a 2D layout. The model molecule is the
P4–P6 domain of the Tetrahymena group I self-splicing in-
tron, based on its first crystal structure by Cate et al. (17)
(PDB ID: 1GID; Figure 2A). Descriptions of specific com-
mands, along with example images and files, are provided
in the tutorial/ directory of RiboDraw, and we provide a
video walkthrough for the essential steps in Supplementary
Data. Here, we focus on our rationale for each step rather
than the details of their implementation or access functions
in the software.

In order to convey an RNA structure, a 2D secondary
structure drawing should minimally show the residue num-
bers; RNA double helices, or stems (secondary structure);
and noncanonical pairs. To avoid human error, this infor-
mation may be extracted from the PDB coordinate file using
a Rosetta application. To avoid having to install and com-
pile Rosetta, we have provided a server called rna info to ac-
complish this step at ROSIE (Figure 2B) (18,19). If the user
prefers local operation, the Rosetta application rna motif
produces the same output text files, which describe each
base pair, each ligand, each motif, each tertiary contact,
each nucleobase stack and each stem. Conventionally, lay-
out diagrams for RNA structure label helices with names
like ‘P4’ (for ‘paired region 4’) or similar, with the exact he-
lix names and numbers typically depending on conventions
developed by researchers who have previously studied these
molecules. Since these conventions are not embedded in the
PDB coordinate file, the RiboDraw user may use a text edi-
tor to add the conventional helix names (e.g. ‘P4’, ‘P5’, ‘P6’,
etc.) to each line of a text file produced by rna info that
lists the residue numbers corresponding to each stem (see
Supplementary Data). RiboDraw treats pseudoknotted he-
lices just as it does ordinary stems. For RNAs of unknown
3D structure, RiboDraw also provides alternative functions
that set up these files based on sequence, numbering and ex-
pected secondary structure.

Next, the user must compose the drawing itself. To en-
sure that the user makes conscious choices for how to lay
out each important element in the RNA, the objects are
not pre-laid out in a specific order. Within MATLAB, a
single command loads all the required files into RiboDraw
(Figure 2C). At this point, all the information needed for
the drawing is present, and the user now refines how to lay
out each helix, each non-helix residue, and then each draw-
ing label and linker corresponding to a strand connection
or pairing. These steps, depicted in Figure 2D–F, are ac-
celerated through single-click operations for helix flipping
or rotation that would require numerous tedious rearrange-
ments in graphical software such as Illustrator or Power-
Point. Through the process, the user can guide their choices
in laying out elements by inspecting how helices are ar-
ranged in three dimensions by simultaneously visualizing
the 3D structure in PyMOL (20,21). Coloring nucleotides in
RiboDraw to match those in PyMOL makes it easier to see
correspondences; to make that simpler, RiboDraw supports
PyMOL’s color names. Functions to select and manipulate
subdomains of the drawing, such as the P5abc subdomain

of the P4–P6 RNA, enable refinement of those parts, in-
cluding flipping (Figure 2G). Final refinement of helix label
positions, tick numbers and linkers gives the final drawing
(Figure 2H).

During the editing process, the drawing may be saved
for subsequent work as JavaScript Object Notation or as a
MATLAB’s Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5)-based .mat
file; all the data that are saved in order to reproduce a draw-
ing are documented in Supplementary Table S2. Once ready
for external visualization, the drawing can be exported in
standard image file formats, including PNG (Portable Net-
work Graphics), SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) and PDF
(Portable Document Format) files that are further editable
in applications like Adobe Illustrator. Example output files
are included in Supplementary Data as well as in the online
tutorial.

Alternative drawing modes

Figure 3 shows a gallery of alternative drawing styles that
have been implemented in RiboDraw to meet demands for
high-quality drawings that have arisen in a number of RNA
systems. Accessory tutorials for accessing each of these fea-
tures are available in the RiboDraw repository.

Most simply, it is straightforward to remove noncanoni-
cal pairs and most labels to give streamlined drawings with
just secondary structures (Figure 3A). For RNAs with com-
plex tertiary contacts with numerous noncanonical pairs,
the contacts can be grouped into ‘interdomain’ tertiary link-
ers to further simplify the drawing, as is shown in Figure 3B
for tRNA (phenylalanine). This drawing also highlights Ri-
boDraw’s ability to recognize chemical modifications (e.g.
by showing the letter � for pseudouridine) and a function-
ality to identify and depict some standard tertiary motifs,
including U-turns and intercalating T-loop motifs.

Proteins, metal ions and small-molecule ligands are im-
portant cofactors for most functional RNA molecules (22–
25). RiboDraw provides a number of ways to depict these
factors, illustrated for the MS2 viral coat protein dimer
bound to an RNA hairpin (PDB ID: 1ZDH). The most de-
tailed representation gives ‘silhouettes’ of proteins and link-
ers of the protein to each RNA residue it contacts (Figure
3C), while simpler representations such as rounded rectan-
gles without linkers are also available (Figure 3C; see below
for ribosome drawings).

Last, RiboDraw offers a tool to preview custom lay-
outs of structured RNAs for the online Eterna RNA de-
sign project, as illustrated for the pseudoknotted frameshift
stimulation element from the SARS-CoV-2 genome in Fig-
ure 3D. Functionality to export and display these Ribo-
Draw layouts in the EternaJS online game (24) and sec-
ondary structure design tool (26) has been implemented,
such as for the challenge found at https://eternagame.org/
game/puzzle/9837790/.

Ribosome drawings

We were able to use the RiboDraw software to prepare
drawings of the E. coli ribosome in a 2D arrangement fol-
lowing the 3D organization found in experimental struc-
tures, such as that in (27) (PDB ID: 4YBB). As a small-

https://eternagame.org/game/puzzle/9837790/
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Figure 3. RiboDraw offers diverse structural depictions that each implement the same fundamental conventions. (A) The simplest depiction, as in this
structure of the SARS-CoV-2 5′ untranslated region, only includes ordinary secondary structure, although here we show how that depiction can be colored
according to chemical mapping reactivity. (B) Noncanonical pairs may be annotated with Leontis–Westhof symbols, and chemically modified nucleotides
may be given their IUPAC names like m2

2G, as in this tRNA-Phe. (C) Protein binding, such as the MS2 coat protein/hairpin interaction, may be depicted
via colored linkers to the binding nucleotides, and the proteins themselves may be shown as silhouettes (left) or as rounded rectangles (right). (D) RiboDraw
may also be used to create layouts for the online video game and secondary structure design tool Eterna, such as this layout for the frameshift stimulation
element of SARS-CoV-2 (left). These layouts correspond closely to the visual style of the game itself (right). Play this puzzle at https://eternagame.org/
game/puzzle/9837790/!

https://eternagame.org/game/puzzle/9837790/
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Figure 4. (A) The stem h33 of the E. coli 16S ribosomal RNA exhibits an unusual 13/2 two-way junction that induces a nearly complete turn between its
two Watson–Crick helices, permitting the hairpin loop that terminates it to form noncanonical base pairs with nucleotides from h32. This bent geometry
is absent from prior depictions but captured in a RiboDraw depiction. (B) The peptidyl transferase center is essential to ribosomal function and comprises
domain V along with the L1 stalk and central protuberance. The RiboDraw layout captures the central stack of H75, H74 and H89; the P-loop capping
H80; and the lower domain featuring H73, H90, H91 and H93 as well as the A-loop capping H92.
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Figure 5. A 2D secondary structure depiction of the 16S rRNA, as laid out and colored using RiboDraw. Note the close correspondence between the 3D
orientation of domains and helices and the 2D layout. Supplementary Data include a high-resolution rendering of the secondary structure, as well as an
SVG file.
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Figure 6. A 2D layout of the 23S rRNA and 5S rRNA. While the complexity of the large subunit prevents a perfect reproduction of the 3D orientations
for the whole molecule, an ‘exploded’ depiction preserves the local orientations of helices within separate layers of the ribosome while long arrows between
the layers convey the covalent connections. The peptidyl transferase center has been redrawn compared to Figure 4 to better show noncanonical pairs and
connections to other domains. Supplementary Data include a high-resolution rendering of the secondary structure, as well as an SVG file.

scale illustration of the value of secondary structure dia-
grams that reflect a 3D structure, we show the conformation
of h33 in the 16S rRNA (Figure 4A) and the peptidyl trans-
ferase center of the 23S rRNA (Figure 4B). The complex-
ity of both regions is more manageable when approached
through the lens of a 2D diagram than a single view of the
3D structure, while interaction details are preserved.

Although there have been inspiring precedents, in partic-
ular for the 16S rRNA (Figure 1D) (4), the depictions of
the whole ribosomal subunits prepared for this manuscript
(Figure 5, the 16S rRNA; Figure 6, the 23S rRNA and 5S

rRNA) are the first layouts of the entire bacterial ribosomal
RNA to our knowledge that reflect the 3D structure and
fully depict noncanonical pairs. These layouts have been
useful for our lab and Eterna’s efforts to re-engineer ribo-
somes (28) and illustrate the applicability of RiboDraw to
large and complex RNA molecules.

DISCUSSION

RiboDraw enables users to create publication-quality sec-
ondary structure diagrams with tools specialized to the
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task: instead of manipulating geometric shapes and text
boxes, the user may perform fundamental operations on ob-
jects that are structurally meaningful, e.g. stems, bound pro-
teins and noncanonical base pairs. This abstraction enables
a qualitative change in efficiency, permitting the creation of
high-quality depictions of complex RNAs like the ribosome
that reflect its 3D structure.

The RiboDraw software faces some limitations. MAT-
LAB is not primarily intended for manipulating diagrams
with thousands of graphical elements, as a ribosomal RNA
demands, nor is it a common setting for biochemistry
software development. Improving performance, adding a
graphical user interface, direct integration with 3D molec-
ular visualization and reaching a broader audience through
the Web may demand a port to a language like JavaScript
and is under exploration. GNU Octave is compatible with
most MATLAB code but conflicts with MATLAB’s current
graphics handling scheme and thus cannot run RiboDraw.
Any port will be accelerated by starting from the design
principles and open-source code established here.

Future development of RiboDraw may lead to acceler-
ations through further automation. Any layout operation
that could benefit from expert judgment (e.g., the relative
position of two helices) ought to be performed manually,
but an automated method to, for example, rapidly draw
linkers connecting contiguous residues or denoting non-
canonical pairs may be helpful. Operations like structure
threading, transferring the 2D layout for one RNA struc-
ture to a homologous structure, could also be automated,
while producing a report of any discrepancies or ambigui-
ties for manual expert inspection. We propose that, in future
development, the overall philosophy should remain to aug-
ment and assist expert composition rather than to replace
it.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NARGAB Online.
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